
@TCHENEATS FOOD INSTAGRAM ANALYSIS 

Stats: 28 likes, 0 comments 
Caption: dream big
Pros: Personally meaningful
Cons: Unrelatable for those 
haven’t visited restaurant

Stats: 26 likes, 0 comments 
Caption: green tea red bean 
shaved ice !
Pros: Well-framed, accessible
Cons: No color, boring caption

Stats: 37 likes, 0 comments 
Caption: medium rare
Pros: Focused foreground
Cons: Poor lighting, low image 
quality, lack of color

Stats: 39 likes, 1 comments 
Caption: sea urchin + thai tea 
slush #YouUniLiveOnce
Pros: Colorful, pun in caption
Cons: Small, uncommon food

Stats: 63 likes, 7 comments 
Caption: bok choy, corn 
pancakes, pork belly, fried rabbit
Pros: Collage, menu in photo
Cons: Inconsistent background

Stats: 106 likes, 2 comments 
Caption: getting kyute with it
Pros: Clever caption, well-
framed, menu in photo
Cons: Cut off food

Stats: 72 likes, 2 comments
Caption: went for the food or the 
music though @themeadowsnyc
Pros: Colorful, fore/background
Cons: Thumb placement

Stats: 77 likes, 2 comments 
Caption: Marine Soil - Pepino, 
Sweet Lemon, Razor Clams
Pros: Colorful, high quality
Cons: Boring caption

Stats: 160 likes, 3 comments
Caption: who’s redder?? like for 
me, comment for giant lobster
Pros: Interactive caption, me
Cons: Dark, food isn’t in focus

Stats: 145 likes, 10 comments 
Caption: #tbt to where it all 
began
Pros: Baby photo of me
Cons: Uninteresting backdrop

Stats: 117 likes, 3 comments 
Caption: literally went to barca 
for the brunch insta
Pros: Foreign, colorful, focus
Cons: Messy backdrop (cars, leg)

Stats: 114 likes, 3 comments 
Caption: fresh tagliatelle and 
homemade sourdough
Pros: Very colorful, relatable
Cons: Boring caption



Caption: “getting kyute with it”
Statistics: 106 likes, 2 comments
Categorization: Number 7 most-liked post on my 
food Instagram out of 69 posts, top 10%

I believe this post performed decently well 
because of the clever caption and proportions of 
the image. My photos with puns in the caption 
perform significantly better than descriptive 
captions (where I just say what the photo is of or 
use an emoji). I think the interesting visual 
arrangement of the food with the straight line of 
buns and curved octopus certainly helped with 
viewer engagement. I also noticed that images 
where the menu or restaurant name is in the photo 
perform well. A major thing I would improve is 
adding more saturation or color to the image and 
having it pop out of the screen.

Taking these learnings, I would post the photo 
below of a sushi meal I recently had in Peru. The 
arrangement is interesting, but the food is 
significantly more colorful. I also again focused on 
the proportions in my cropping of the image. 
Ideally I would’ve included the menu in the shot 
and would think of a caption relevant to the food, 
restaurant, or location. 

Caption: “who’s redder?? like for me, 
comment for giant lobster”
Statistics: 160 likes, 2 comments
Categorization: Number 1 most-liked 
post on my food Instagram out of 69

I believe this post performed 
especially well because of subject 
matter and the caption. The top 3 
most-liked posts on my food Insta are 
all photos which include me. This 
makes complete sense; people are 
much more likely to feel the need to 
validate and like a photo of me versus 
just a picture of some food. The 
caption was also humorous and made 
the post interactive for the viewer.

Taking these learnings, I would post 
the photo below of myself and my 
girlfriend. I’ve noticed on my 
personal Instagram that photos of me 
and my girlfriend do particularly well 
in terms of user engagement, and I 
would only imagine the same effect 
holds. The photo was cropped to 
better fit the golden ratio.

Caption: “medium rare”
Statistics: 37 likes, 0 comments
Categorization: Number 60 most-
liked post on my food Instagram out 
of 69 posts, bottom 15%

I believe this post performed horribly 
because of the poor lighting, low 
image quality, and total lack of color. 
The shadows on the steak that 
obscure the bottom quarter of the 
photo are very distracting and 
unappealing. While the steak is nicely 
focused in the foreground, the tasty 
mac-and-cheese in the background is 
cutoff and blurred.  

Taking these learnings, I would post 
the burger photo below. The food is 
significantly more colorful and high-
def with great lighting. I cropped the 
photo to better highlight and focus 
the viewer’s attention on the burger 
(and toppings). I also would add a 
punny caption!


